Native Ways Federation is launching our first Native Nonprofit Day on May 20, 2022! Native Nonprofit Day is a giving initiative dedicated to increasing support for Native-led organizations. We're inviting all Native-led nonprofits to join us!

Native-led nonprofits are systemically underfunded.

According to a Center for Effective Philanthropy report, nearly two-thirds of foundation leaders say they provide little or no funding to organizations serving Native communities. Native nonprofits are dedicated to addressing prominent issues like environmental protection, voting rights, health equity, reclaiming traditional agriculture, advancing Native education, and ending violence against women and children. Native Nonprofit Day is an opportunity for our organizations to raise awareness of the powerful work being done by Native-controlled nonprofits every day.

Get involved!

Native-led nonprofits know our communities and how to best serve our people. Investing in Native-led solutions ensures that dollars meant to address disparities actually impact the inequities our people contend with. Native-controlled organizations are invited to dedicate May to raising awareness of the importance of supporting Native-led, culminating in Native Nonprofit Day! This annual giving event seeks to reduce the funding inequities our organizations face. We encourage all nonprofits to use #NativeNonprofitDay, #GiveNative, & #SupportNativeLed in their fundraising efforts leading up to and on Native Nonprofit Day.